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in Europe with his diamond. He showed it to several princes,
none of whom were rich enough to buy, and carried it at last
to England, where the King admired it, but could not resolve
to purchase it. A model of it in crystal was made in England,
and the man, the diamond, and the model (perfectly resembling
the original) were introduced to Law, who proposed to the
Regent that he should purchase the jewel for the King. The
price dismayed the Regent, who refused to buy.
Law, who had in many things much grandeur of sentiment,
came dispirited to me, bringing the model. I thought, with
him, that it was not consistent with the greatness of a King of
France to be repelled from the purchase of an inestimable jewel,
unique of its kind in the world, by the mere consideration of
price, and that the greater the number of potentates who had
not dared to think of it, the greater ought to be his care not to
let it escape him. Law, ravished to find me think in this
manner, begged me to speak to M. le Due d'Orleans. The state
of the finances was an obstacle upon which the Regent much
insisted. He feared blame for making so considerable a pur-
chase, while the most pressing necessities could only be provided
for with much trouble, and so many people were of necessity
kept in distress. I praised this sentiment, but I said that he
ought not to regard the greatest King of Europe as he would a
private gentleman, who would be very reprehensible if he threw
away 100,000 livres upon a fine diamond, while he owed many
debts which he could not pay: that he must consider the
honour of the crown, and not lose the occasion of obtaining a
priceless diamond which would efface the lustre of all others in
Europe: that it was a glory for his Regency which would last
for ever; that whatever might be the state of the finances the
saving obtained by a refusal of the jewel would not much re-
lieve them, for it would be scarcely perceptible; in fact I did
not quit M. le duq d'Orl^ans until he had promised that the
diamond should be bought.
Law, before speaking to me, had so strongly represented to
the dealer the impossibility of selling his diamond at the price
he hoped for, and the loss he would suffer in cutting it into
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